Cu(II) Ions Induced Structural Transformation of Cobalt Selenides for Remarkable Enhancement in Oxygen/Hydrogen Electrocatalysis
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ABSTRACT: Efficient nonprecious multifunctional catalysts are indispensable to enable the widespread applications of several important electrochemical energy technologies. Herein, catalytically active metastable monoclinic-phase Co$_3$Se$_4$ nanorods supported on carbon hybrids of reduced graphene oxide and carbon nanotubes (Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC) were selectively prepared by adding Cu(II) ions to the precursors that were successively treated by a hydrothermal process and thermal annealing at 300 °C, while only low-activity orthorhombic-phase Co$_3$Se$_4$ nanorods were obtained without the addition of Cu(II) ions. The resulting grape-bunch-like Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC sample contained a trace amount of Cu element and showed efficient trifunctional activities, with an oxygen evolution reaction (OER) overpotential of 280 mV and impressively the highest half-wave potential of +0.782 V (i.e., E$_{ORR;1/2}$) for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in 0.1 M KOH as well as the lowest hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) overpotential of 166 mV among the Co$_3$Se$_4$ composites reported to date at 10 mA cm$^{-2}$ in 1.0 M KOH. Moreover, a voltage difference ($\Delta$E) of only 0.680 V was observed between the potential for OER at 10 mA cm$^{-2}$ (E$_{OER;10}$) and E$_{ORR;1/2}$ in 1.0 M KOH, and merely 1.620 V was required to reach 10 mA cm$^{-2}$ in overall water splitting. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements and theoretical simulations reveal the evident change of the electronic state after incorporation of Cu atoms onto Co–Se skeletons. Density functional theory calculations suggest that upon structural transformation from orthorhombic Co$_3$Se$_4$ to monoclinic Co$_3$Se$_4$, the Gibbs free energies of the rate-determining steps were significantly reduced from 0.43 to −0.22 eV for ORR, from 2.64 to 1.90 eV for OER, and from 1.08 to 0.23 eV for HER, mainly accounting for the high catalytic activities of Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC. Besides, the presence of abundant open-channel nanocavities in three-dimensional grape-bunch-like Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC helps maximize the exposure of active sites and facilitates mass diffusion, while the GC networks improve electrical conductivity, hence expediting the electrocatalysis process. The results in the present work highlight the importance of structural engineering in electrocatalysis and may pave an avenue for the preparation of low-cost, efficient, and multifunctional electrocatalysts.
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INTRODUCTION

Metal–air batteries and water electrolyzer represent two important electrochemical energy conversion and storage...
systems, which concurrently entail multiple reactions during operation. For example, metal–air batteries entail oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) during discharging, while in the charging state, a reversible process of ORR, that is, oxygen evolution reaction (OER), proceeds at the same electrode. As for full water-splitting systems, they concurrently entail OER and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at the anode and cathode, respectively. In some combinatorial systems, such as using a Zn-air battery to implement water splitting, the aforementioned three reactions are involved at the same time. Normally, Pt-based nanomaterials are considered as state-of-the-art catalysts toward ORR and HER, while Ir-/Ru-based compounds usually serve as the benchmark catalysts for OER. Yet, it remains a challenge to efficiently catalyze the above three reactions in the same working electrolyte with one single commercial electrocatalyst such as the Pt-based nanomaterials or nanostructured Ir/Ru compounds. Moreover, the low abundance and high cost of these precious-metal-based nanocatalysts also severely impede their widespread applications. Therefore, exploration of novel nonprecious-metal-based electrocatalysts that integrate multifunctional catalytic activities into one catalyst entity can not only help significantly simplify the corresponding device structures and fabrication processes but also markedly reduce production cost.

Recently, cobalt selenides have gained increasing research attention due to their considerable oxygen/hydrogen electrocatalytic activities, as well as various advantages, such as low cost, environmental friendliness, and high chemical stability. Thereunto, stoichiometric CoSe₂, a well-reported layered cobalt selenide to date, is regarded as a terrifing oxygen/hydrogen electrocatalyst. Of these, the typical nonlayered transition-metal chalcogenides where very limited defects in the basal planes or sites on edges are active in electrocatalysis. Transition-metal chalcogenides usually makes its catalytic efficiency far below what is expected, not only demonstrate the importance of structural regulation of catalysts but also open up a novel route for the preparation of low-cost, efficient multifunctional electrocatalysts for correlated electrochemical energy conversion technologies.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Syntheses of GO and CNT.** GO nanosheets were synthesized through acid oxidation and exfoliation of graphite powders (Sigma, 800 mesh) according to the method previously reported and subsequently dialyzed with deionized water to form a neutral dispersion with a GO concentration of about 6.7 mg mL⁻¹. CNTs were also treated with the mixture of nitric acid and fuming sulfuric acid and then dialyzed with deionized water to form a neutral dispersion, followed by centrifugation and freeze-drying to obtain the black powder.

**Synthesis of Cu-14-Co₃Se₄/GC.** Briefly, metal salts containing 1.44 g of Co(NO₃)₂·6H₂O and 0.24 g of Cu(NO₃)₂·3H₂O, 0.04 g of acid-treated CNTs, and 6.00 mL of GO aqueous solution with a concentration of 6.7 mg mL⁻¹ were dispersed in 80.00 mL of methanol. Herein, the weight ratio of Co(NO₃)₂·3H₂O to metal salt mixture of Cu(NO₃)₂·6H₂O and Cu(NO₃)₂·3H₂O was calculated to be 14.3%, and the resulting sample was denoted Cu-14-Co₃Se₄/GC. After sonication for 30 min, 20.00 mL of methanol solution with a dimethylimidazole concentration of 0.20 g mL⁻¹ was added under gentle stirring. Subsequently, the mixture was kept at room temperature for 24 h, and the resulting precipitate was collected by centrifugation and washed with ethanol several times, followed by freeze-drying to obtain a violet powder.

Afterward, 0.10 g of violet powder and 0.10 g of Na₂SeO₃ were added into 30.00 mL of DETA aqueous solution (33.33 wt %) under stirring to form a homogeneous solution. Afterward, the homogeneous solution was transferred into a 50.00 mL sealed Teflon-lined autoclave and kept at 150 °C for 12 h and then naturally cooled to room temperature. The solid was collected by centrifugation and washed with ethanol and deionized water several times, followed by freeze-drying to obtain a black powder. The thus-obtained black powder was then placed in a tubular oven and heated at 300 °C under an Ar atmosphere for 2 h to finally obtain the Cu-14-Co₃Se₄/GC.

For comparison, control samples, such as Cu-11-Co₃Se₄/GC and Co-21-Co₃Se₄/GC, were also prepared with different weight ratios of Cu(NO₃)₂·3H₂O to metal salt mixture of Co(NO₃)₂·6H₂O and Cu(NO₃)₂·3H₂O in the precursors according to the same method used for synthesis of Cu-14-Co₃Se₄/GC.
Synthesis of \( \text{CoSe}_2 / \text{GC} \). The \( \text{CoSe}_2 / \text{GC} \) composite was synthesized through a similar process without the addition of \( \text{Cu(NO}_3\text{)}_2 \cdot 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \).

Synthesis of \( \text{CoSe}_2 \). \( \text{CoSe}_2 \) was also synthesized with a similar process without the addition of GO and CNTs.

Characterizations. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were conducted on FEI Tecnai G2 F30 with an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. The TEM samples were prepared by drop-casting a catalyst dispersion directly onto a copper grid coated with a thin holy carbon film. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements were conducted with a field-emission scanning electron microscope (S-4800, Hitachi). XPS measurements were performed on a Phi X-tool instrument. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded with a Bruker D8-Advance diffractometer using Cu K\( \alpha \) radiation. Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area was determined by \( \text{N}_2 \) adsorption/desorption at 77 K with a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 instrument according to the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda method.

Electrochemistry. Electrochemical measurements of ORR activity were performed with an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments, Inc., Model CHI 750E) in a 0.1 M KOH aqueous solution. Rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) with a glassy carbon disk and gold ring was used as the working electrode, while an Ag/AgCl electrode (3 M KCl) and a platinum foil were utilized as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. To prepare catalyst dispersion, 5.0 mg of the investigated catalyst was dispersed in 1.0 mL of ethanol, and the mixture was sonicated for 30 min. Subsequently, 20.0 \( \mu \text{L} \) of the catalyst ink along with 10.0 \( \mu \text{L} \) of the Na\( \text{F} \) solution (5% Na\( \text{F} \) in ethanol) was dropcast onto the glassy carbon electrode (GCE) surface at a catalyst loading of 0.510 mg cm\(^{-2} \) and finally dried at room temperature.

The number of electron transfer (\( n \)) and the yield of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) were calculated according to eqs 1 and 2, respectively

\[
n = \frac{4I_{\text{disk}}}{I_{\text{ring}}/N + I_{\text{disk}}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\% = \frac{200I_{\text{ring}}/N}{I_{\text{ring}}/N + I_{\text{disk}}} \tag{2}
\]

where \( I_{\text{disk}} \) is the disk current, \( I_{\text{ring}} \) is the ring current, and \( n \) is the current collection efficiency (37%) of the rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE).

OER tests were performed in a 1.0 M KOH aqueous solution with the same electrochemical setup at an identical catalyst loading. HER measurements were conducted with an electrochemical setup that is similar to that of ORR measurements, but the platinum foil counter electrode was replaced by a carbon rod.

Computational Methods. Calculations of the geometrical and electronic properties were implemented in the CASTEP code (Zeitschrift Fuer Kristallographie, 2005, 220, 567–570). The generalized gradient approximation having the Burke–Ernzerhof potential for solids was used. A kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV and the BFGS optimization method were adopted. During the optimization process, the total energy was designed to converge to \( 1 \times 10^{-5} \) eV, and the force per atom was diminished to 0.03 eV Å\(^{-1} \). The Brillouin zone of the supercell was sampled by \( 2 \times 2 \times 1 \) and \( 4 \times 4 \times 1 \) uniform k-point meshes in slab geometry optimization and electronic property calculation, respectively. The calculated lattice constants for bulk \( \text{CoSe}_2 \) and \( \text{Co}_4\text{Se}_4 \) are in good agreement with the previous calculation values (Table S2).

Based on our experimental results, \( \text{CoSe}_2(111), \text{Co}_4\text{Se}_4(111), \) and Cu-doped \( \text{Co}_4\text{Se}_4(111) \) slab models were adopted to investigate their HER and OER performances. The periodically repeated slabs were separated from their neighboring images by a 12 Å vacuum in the direction perpendicular to the surface. For all slab models, the dipolar correction was included. Computational details of HER and OER are illustrated in the Supporting Information. Spin-polarization was considered in all calculations.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The synthesis process of \( \text{Cu}--\text{Co}_4\text{Se}_4 / \text{GC} \) is depicted in Scheme 1, where the hybrid of GO, CNTs, and Cu-doped Co-containing metal–organic frameworks was used as the precursor. Subsequent hydrothermal treatment in the presence of Na\( \text{SeO}_3 \) promoted the selenylation of cobalt as well as partial reduction of GO. The obtained solid was further annealed in an Ar atmosphere at a low temperature of 300 °C, leading to the formation of Cu-14-Co\( _4\text{Se}_4 / \text{GC} \). Therefore, the hybrid of GO and CNTs is conducive to electron transfer, while the network of CNTs might help prevent GO from excessive agglomeration and stacking.
From the SEM image depicted in Figure 1a, one can find that the obtained Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC composite shows a morphology resembling grape bunches, where CNTs serve as vines and the abundant nanorods coated by rGO (Figure 1b) as grapes. Moreover, abundant open-channel nanocavities with diameters ranging from several nanometers to about 200 nm are observed (Figure 1a,b), which may promote the mass diffusion process. The corresponding high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image (Figure 1c) shows obvious lattice fringes with d-spacings of 0.265 nm and 0.200 nm, corresponding to the (111) and (311) planes of m-Co3Se4, respectively. The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) image (Figure 1d) depicts a series of well-resolved diffraction rings, which can be fully indexed according to the electron diffraction patterns of m-Co3Se4. From the series of elemental mapping images of Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC (Figure 1e), it is found that the distributions of Co, Se, Cu, and O elements are highly localized and resemble each other, indicative of the successful formation of Cu-doped Co3Se4 nanorods. Element contents are measured by an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) (inset to Figure 1b), and one can find that the Se/Co atomic ratios for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC and CoSe2/GC samples are highly close to 4:3 and 2:1 (Table S3), further confirming the formation of Co3Se4 and CoSe2 in these two samples, respectively. Besides, the element content of Cu in Co3Se4 is determined to be 0.36 atom % (corresponding to about 1.07 wt %), which is also very close to that (~0.88 wt %) determined by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES). Note that the morphology of Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC also resembles CoSe2/GC (Figure 1f),signifying the negligible impacts on the morphology of cobalt selenides upon Cu(II) ion doping. However, from the inset HR-TEM image of CoSe2/GC in panel f, lattice fringes with a d-spacing of 0.190 nm, corresponding to the (211) plane of o-CoSe2, can be well resolved, indicating that indeed the crystallographic phase has been essentially changed after adding Cu(II) ions to the precursor.

The presence of structural transformation is further supported by XRD measurements. As depicted in Figure 2a, the CoSe2/GC...
When Cu(II) ions are added to the precursors for the synthesis of cobalt selenide/GC composites, the intensity of XRD peaks corresponding to the (002) plane of graphitized carbon and the (111), (311), and (313) planes of m-Co3Se4 (mp-11800),10 respectively, arise. Addition of a higher ratio of Cu salt (14 wt %) results in complete disappearance of the XRD peaks of o-CoSe2, along with the appearance of two more new peaks at 2θ of 60.78 and 62.98°, which are attributed to the (402) and (422) planes of m-Co3Se4, respectively. 26,27 On the basis of this XPS analysis, the corresponding Cu elemental content is determined to be 0.40 atom %, which is close to the aforementioned results from EDS and ICP-AES measurements. With a prolonged etching time of 10 s, the Cu 2p XPS spectrum remains nearly unchanged as compared with that obtained with an etching time of 5 s, and an almost identical Cu elemental content of ca. 0.43 atom % is observed.

The surface composition of investigated samples was probed by XPS measurements. The signals of Co, Se, C, N, and O elements are resolved in the survey spectra of Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC and CoSe2/GC (Figure S1), while no apparent peak can be identified from the Cu 2p XPS spectrum of Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC (Figure 2b), probably because the content of the Cu element is too low to reach the detection limit of surface-sensitive XPS analysis due to the shield of the thin GC layer. As expected, after etching with the Ar ion for 5 s, three pairs of Cu 2p XPS peaks appear at 932.9, 952.5, 934.0, 955.1, 944.3, and 963.0 eV, which are ascribed to Cu0, Cu+, or Cu2+ species and their correlated satellite peaks, respectively.26,27 On the basis of this XPS analysis, the corresponding Cu elemental content is determined to be 0.40 atom %, which is close to the aforementioned results from EDS and ICP-AES measurements. With a prolonged etching time of 10 s, the Cu 2p XPS spectrum remains nearly unchanged as compared with that obtained with an etching time of 5 s, and an almost identical Cu elemental content of ca. 0.43 atom % is observed.

The Co 2p XPS spectra for Cu–Co3Se4/GC samples prepared with 14 and 21 wt % Cu salt addition are shown in Figure 2c, where distinct peaks of Co2+ 2p3/2, Co3+ 2p3/2, Co2+ 2p1/2, and Co3+ 2p1/2 at about 778.9, 781.5, 794.3, and 797.7 eV, respectively, are observed for both samples, signifying the coexistence of Co2+ and Co3+ species in CoSe4 nanorods.10,23,28

Besides, the satellite at 803.4 eV indicates the presence of an antibonding orbital between Co and Se atoms, indicative of a near-optimal electronic state that is desired for high-performance electrocatalysts.16 The satellite peak at ca. 786.0 eV might arise from the hybridization between the Co 3d electrons and Se 4p spin-up (α) electrons,26 and its appearance suggests a half-
metallic property for Co$_3$Se$_4$ that is beneficial to charge transfer. Note that the peak of Co$^{2+}$ 2p$_{3/2}$ in phase-pure m-Co$_3$Se$_4$ shows a negative shift of about 0.20 eV after the additional amount of Cu salt was further increased from 14% to 21 wt % (Figure 2c), demonstrating that Cu doping can not only induce structural transformation but also affect the electronic structure of m-Co$_3$Se$_4$.$^{27,29,30}$

The specific surface area and pore size distribution of the as-synthesized nanocomposites are determined by BET measurements (Figure S3). On the basis of the N$_2$ adsorption/desorption isotherms, the specific surface area value is calculated to be 66.8 m$^2$/g for Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC, which is higher than the 53.5 m$^2$/g for CoSe$_2$/GC and 9.2 m$^2$/g for CoSe$_2$. Besides, these three samples show a type-IV adsorption/desorption isotherm of N$_2$ at 77 K with an evident hysteresis loop, indicating the presence of mesopores, which is beneficial to the mass diffusion/transfer process.$^{31,32}$ From the corresponding pore size distribution plots (Figure S3), the dominant pore diameter is determined to be ca. 2.8 nm for Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC and about 4.0 nm for CoSe$_2$/GC and CoSe$_2$.

The ORR catalytic activities for Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC are first evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements. As depicted in Figure 3a, the CV curve for Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC acquired in a N$_2$-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution only shows a featureless double-layer charging profile within the potential range of −0.030 to +1.150 V (vs reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)). As for the CV scans conducted in an O$_2$-saturated electrolyte solution, the cathodic current shows an obvious peak at about +0.800 V (vs RHE) due to the appearance of oxygen electroreduction, which is slightly lower than that of the
commercial Pt/C catalyst and comparable to the electrocatalysts synthesized through the low-temperature pathway in the literature (Table S1).33–35 The detailed ORR activities of the series catalysts are then studied by a rotating ring-disc electrode (RRDE) voltammetry technique (Figure 3b). When the potential is negatively swept from +1.150 to −0.150 V, the current density of the disk electrode shows a sudden increase for all of the investigated samples due to the emergence of ORR. One may note that the CoSe2 reference sample shows a much negative onset potential and lower current density than CoSe2/GC, and the ORR on it follows a quasi-two-electron pathway (Figure S5a), signifying the importance of the GC framework. Specifically, the onset potentials are determined to be +0.892 V for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC, +0.830 V for CoSe2/GC, and +0.921 V for the commercial Pt/C catalyst, and the corresponding half-wave potentials (E1/2) are observed at +0.782 V for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC, +0.686 V for CoSe2/GC, and +0.823 V for Pt/C. These results suggest that Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC has the best ORR catalytic activity among the three cobalt selenide-based samples and is also close to the Pt/C catalyst. Note that this is the first report on the observation of effective ORR activity for CoS34 composites.

From the series RRDE voltammograms depicted in Figure S5a, one can find that the limiting currents for the Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC modified electrode substantially increase with the rotation speed, increasing from 225 to 2500 rpm, and the corresponding Koutecky–Levich (K–L) plots display good linearity with a nearly consistent slope, indicating that the sample shows a quasi-first-order ORR reaction kinetics, that is, the reaction rate is proportional to the oxygen concentration in the solution.32 The correlated Tafel plots are shown in Figure 3d, where a Tafel slope of only 56 mV dec−1 was determined for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC, which is much lower than the 101 mV dec−1 for CoSe2/GC, 95 mV dec−1 for CoSe2, and even the 88 mV dec−1 for Pt/C, suggesting the considerable catalytic activity for ORR on Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC, and the involved reaction mechanism is changed from Temkin-type adsorption to Langmuir adsorption condition upon Cu(II)-ion-doping-induced structural transformation.37 The number of electron transfer (n) and the H2O2 yield for the investigated samples were also calculated (Figure S5a), and distinct changes can be found after structural transformation as depicted in Figure 3e; the n values for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC are higher than that of CoSe2/GC within a wide potential range from 0.00 to 0.75 V. For example, the n value at +0.700 V is determined to be 3.75 for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC, which is higher than that of CoSe2/GC (3.58). Besides, the H2O2 yield at +0.700 V is calculated to be 12.16% for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC, which is much lower than the 101 mV dec−1 for CoSe2/GC, and +0.990 V for CoSe2 and comparable to the Pt/C catalyst. Moreover, after continuously running for 12 000 s, although Co atoms are converted to cobalt hydroxide and Se atoms are leached (Figure S8),44,45 the Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC sample is able to show a current retention of 83.1% (upper panel in Figure 4g). In contrast, the RuO2 catalyst can only retain 61.9% of its initial current, indicative of a high OER operation stability for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC.

From the corresponding Tafel plots depicted in Figure 4b, a slope of 111 mV dec−1 was determined for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC, which is lower than that of CoSe2/GC (128 mV dec−1) and CoSe2 (221 mV dec−1) and close to that of RuO2 (82 mV dec−1), indicating that after structural transformation, the resulting Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC showed an improved OER kinetics and enhanced bubble-releasing ability. Besides, the electro-chemical impedance spectra (upper panel in Figure 4f) revealed that Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC displayed a smaller semicircle than CoSe2/GC, CoSe2, and even RuO2, signifying that OER proceeds on Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC required the lowest activation energy among all of the investigated samples in the present work.24 The excellent OER catalytic performance of Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC is mainly attributed to the intrinsically highly active OER species Co4+ and Co3+;42,23,14,22 because of the presence of mixed valences of Co4+ and Co3+.

The voltage difference (ΔE) between E0,10 and E1/2 is a key factor for assessing the activity of oxygen reversible electrocatalysis in the same working electrolyte, where a smaller ΔE suggests a lower efficiency loss and a better activity for catalysts utilized as reversible oxygen electrodes.14 From the linear sweep voltammograms depicted in Figure 4c, a ΔE of only +0.680 V is observed for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC in 1.0 M KOH aqueous solution, which is much lower than the +0.800 V for CoSe2/GC and +0.990 V for CoSe2 and comparable to the

Note that the Mn3C2 species are usually considered as the active sites for OER on Co–N/C catalysts prepared at high temperatures (mostly 600–1000 °C).39,41,45 However, the cobalt selenide composites with hybrid carbons in the present work were prepared at a temperature no higher than 300 °C. Thus, M-N-C2 species are lacking, and it is obvious that the OER activity for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC results from other species. First, the nonstoichiometric CoSe2 itself may play a significant role in the remarkable enhancement of ORR catalytic activity3,12 due to the presence of the intrinsically catalytic active Co3+ species that can benefit the adsorption of oxygen for electrocatalysis,14,43,44 Second, the high electrical conductivity of hybrid carbon networks may facilitate charge transfer, while the high surface area comprising abundant hierarchical mesopores may maximize the exposure of active sites and promote mass diffusion. Hence, one can conclude that the evident OER performance of the Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC sample most likely results from the synergistic effects of active nonstoichiometric cobalt selenide and the conductive carbon hybrid networks.4,12,39

The Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC sample also showed evident OER activity in the 1.0 M KOH solution. As for the LSV curves in Figure 4a, the voltammetry currents underwent an abrupt increase when the potential was gradually increased from +1.050 to +1.700 V, indicative of an obvious OER catalytic activity. Specifically, a potential of only +1.510 V (i.e., E0,10) was required to reach a current density of 10 mA cm−2, which is much lower than that of CoSe2/GC (+1.570 V), CoSe2 (+1.600 V), and even the commercial RuO2 catalyst (+1.540 V), signifying that the OER activity of Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC is superior to that of CoSe2/GC, CoSe2, and also the benchmark RuO2 catalyst. Moreover, after continuously running for 12 000 s, although Co atoms are converted to cobalt hydroxide and Se atoms are leached (Figure S8),44,45 the Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC sample is able to show a current retention of 83.1% (upper panel in Figure 4g). In contrast, the RuO2 catalyst can only retain 61.9% of its initial current, indicative of a high OER operation stability for Cu-14-Co3Se4/GC.
leading nonprecious-metal-based oxygen reversible electrocatalyst in the literature (Table S1).\textsuperscript{5,14,24,46} These observations suggest that the Cu(II)-ion-induced structural transformation from o-CoSe\textsubscript{2} to m-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4} plays a significant role in remarkably enhancing the oxygen electrocatalysis performance.

Interestingly, Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC catalysts concurrently show obvious HER activities in the same electrolyte used for oxygen reversible electrocatalysis, that is, 1.0 M KOH solution. As shown in Figure 4d, when the electrode potential is negatively swept, the current density displays a sudden increase for all of the four investigated samples due to the emergence of HER. Specifically, an overpotential (\(E_{\text{HER,10}}\)) of only 166 mV is required for Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC to reach a current density of 10 mA cm\textsuperscript{−2}, much lower than the 303 mV for CoSe\textsubscript{2}/GC and 381 mV for CoSe\textsubscript{2} and close to that of the commercial Pt/C catalyst. These observations suggest the high potential utilization of the Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC sample as an active HER electrocatalyst. This conclusion is further supported by the results from Tafel plots and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements. As depicted in Figure 4e, a Tafel slope of 168 mV dec\textsuperscript{−1} is observed for Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC, which is smaller than that of CoSe\textsubscript{2}/GC (180 mV dec\textsuperscript{−1}) and CoSe\textsubscript{2} (292 mV dec\textsuperscript{−1}). On the basis of the Butler–Volmer kinetics model, a Tafel slope of 168 mV dec\textsuperscript{−1} (close to 118 mV dec\textsuperscript{−1}) suggests that the discharge reaction \(H^+ + e^- \rightarrow H\text{ads}\) is the corresponding rate-determining step for Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC.\textsuperscript{47} Moreover, from the Nyquist plots (bottom panel in Figure 4f) for the catalyst-modified glassy carbon electrode (GCE), one can find that Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC demonstrates the smallest semicircle among the series of cobalt selenide composites in this work, indicating that the Cu(II)-ion-induced structural transformation substantially reduces the charge transfer resistance (R\textsubscript{ct}) for HER, coinciding with the significantly higher HER activity observed for Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC than the other two cobalt selenide composite samples.

The HER operation stability of the investigated samples is evaluated by chronoamperometric measurements. After continuously working for 12 000 s, although partial Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4} in Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC is converted to Co(OH)\textsubscript{2} (Figure S9),\textsuperscript{48} the Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC catalyst is able to retain 81.3% of its initial current, which is far beyond the corresponding value of Pt/C (60.3%) under the same operation conditions (as depicted in the bottom panel of Figure 4g), illustrating that Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC exhibits an excellent HER operation stability in alkaline electrolyte solution. More importantly, the HER catalytic activity of Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC is superior to all of the nanostructured Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}-based catalysts reported in the literature to date (Figure 4h). These results demonstrate that Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC is an outstanding HER electrocatalyst, mainly benefiting from the intrinsic high activity of nonstoichiometric cobalt selenides with Co and Se sites serving as electron and proton acceptance sites in HER, respectively.\textsuperscript{23}

To further study the potential application of this Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC composite in concurrently catalyzing HER and OER, overall water splitting was carried out in a 1.0 M KOH solution where two pieces of carbon cloth loaded with the Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC composite were used as the cathode and anode (Figure 4i), respectively. It is observed that the current density starts to increase markedly when the cell bias is higher than 1.300 V and reaches 10 mA cm\textsuperscript{−2} at a cell bias of 1.620 V, corresponding to a combined overpotential (at both the anode and cathode) of only 390 mV for full water splitting. Meanwhile, a lot of bubbles were generated on the surface of both electrodes, indicative of effectively catalyzing both OER and HER simultaneously with a Cu-14-Co\textsubscript{3}Se\textsubscript{4}/GC catalyst. These results

Figure 5. LSV curves of different catalysts catalyzing (a) ORR in 0.1 M KOH at an electrode rotation rate of 1600 rpm; (b) OER and (c) HER in 1.0 M KOH solution at a potential scanning rate of 10 mV s\textsuperscript{−1} after iR correction. (d) Plot showing the variation of \(E_{\text{onset}}\) for ORR and \(E_{\text{10}}\) for OER and HER for different samples.
Figure 6. Most stable H* and O* adsorption configurations on the surfaces of (a) CoSe₂(111), (b) Cu–Co₂Se₄(111), and (c) Co₂Se₄(111) during HER and OER. Co, Se, and Cu atoms are represented by blue, yellow, and green spheres, respectively. (d) Free energy diagrams for the HER process proceeded on the surface of the CoSe₂(111) plane (red line), the Cu–Co₂Se₄(111) plane (blue line), and the Co₂Se₄(111) plane (green line). (e) Free energy diagrams for the OER process (and the reverse process, i.e., ORR) proceeded on the surface of the CoSe₂(111) plane (red line), the Cu–Co₂Se₄(111) plane (blue line), and the Co₂Se₄(111) plane (green line). (f) Free energy of the rate-determining steps for HER and OER processes proceeded on the surface of the CoSe₂(111) plane, the Cu–Co₂Se₄(111) plane, and the Co₂Se₄(111) plane.

Further confirm that structural engineering is an effective way to improve the full water-splitting performance of cobalt selenide-based catalysts.

Comparative studies were also conducted on other control samples prepared with different amounts of Cu salt addition during synthesis to investigate the influence of Cu element content on the corresponding ORR (Figure 5a), OER (Figure 5b), and HER (Figure 5c) electrocatalytic activities of cobalt selenide composites with GC. Figure 5d depicts the key catalytic parameters of different cobalt selenide composites with GC, where one can find that although m-Co₂Se₄ is retained in Cu-21-Co₂Se₄/GC, higher overpotential values are observed for Cu-21-Co₂Se₄/GC as compared with Cu-14-Co₂Se₄/GC. Moreover, the results depicted in Figure 5a–d clearly demonstrate that Cu-14-Co₂Se₄/GC shows the highest trifunctional catalytic activities toward ORR, OER, and HER among the series cobalt selenide samples in the present work, which is probably due to the presence of an optimal balance between the active site density and the surface electronic structure in the Cu-14-Co₂Se₄/GC sample. To shed light on the remarkable improvements in electrocatalysis after structural transformation and explore the role of Cu doping in the electrocatalysis process, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were then carried out. Based on the above experimental results, the corresponding interface models were built to describe the interaction between adsorbates and catalyst samples (see the Supporting Information for details). A series of DFT calculation studies suggest that Co atom is the most stable adsorption site for oxygen and hydrogen electrocatalysis no matter whether Cu atoms are incorporated onto the Co–Se skeletons of cobalt selenide or not (Figure S11). In the rate-determining steps, the most stable adsorption configurations for H* and O* on o-Co₂Se₄(111) and m-Co₂Se₄(111) with and without Cu doping are shown in Figure 6a–c, respectively, and the corresponding Gibbs free energy change ΔG that is considered as a good descriptor of reaction activity was also calculated.

Theoretically, an optimal HER activity can be achieved at ΔG_M ≈ 0.37 eV. As depicted in Figure 6d, the ΔG_M value on the Cu–Co₂Se₄(111) plane is only 0.23 eV, which is much closer to the optimal state, as compared with that on the Co₂Se₄(111) surface (1.08 eV). This observation clearly signifies that HER on the Cu–Co₂Se₄(111) surface is much more favorable than that on the Co₂Se₄(111) plane from the viewpoint of thermodynamics. As for the 4e⁻ oxygen electrocatalytic mechanism, it is generally believed to proceed via the following steps

\[
\text{OH}^- + * \leftrightarrow \text{OH}^* + e^- \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{OH}^* + \text{OH}^- \leftrightarrow \text{O}_2^* + \text{H}_2\text{O}(l) + e^- \quad (4)
\]

\[
\text{O}^* + \text{OH}^- \leftrightarrow \text{OOH}^* + e^- \quad (5)
\]

\[
\text{OOH}^* + \text{OH}^- \leftrightarrow \text{O}_2 + * + \text{H}_2\text{O}(l) + e^- \quad (6)
\]

where asterisks represent the aforementioned active sites. The OER performance of a catalyst can be evaluated according to the Gibbs free energy change of the rate-determining step, that is, ΔG_OER = max(ΔG_M, ΔG_O, ΔG_H). Figure 6e depicts that the step where OOH* forms (eq 5) is the rate-determining step for OER on the Cu–Co₂Se₄(111) surface, and thus the ΔG_OER is determined to be 1.90 eV. While for OER on the Co₂Se₄(111) surface, the same rate-determining step is observed, with a much higher ΔG_OER of 2.64 eV. Similarly, the ΔG_OER of the rate-determining step on the Cu–Co₂Se₄(111) surface (the reverse process of eq 3) is −0.22 eV, while a value of 0.43 eV is observed for the rate-determining step (the reverse process of eq 6) on the Co₂Se₄(111) surface (Figure 6e), demonstrating that the proceeding of OER on the Cu–Co₂Se₄(111) surface is much easier than that on the o-Co₂Se₄(111) surface. On the basis of these DFT calculation results, one can conclude that Cu–Co₂Se₄ is a more efficient oxygen electrocatalyst than Co₂Se₄.
Taking all of the DFT calculation results into account, one can find the positive influence of Cu(II)-ion-induced structural transformation on the reaction mechanisms of hydrogen and oxygen electrocatalysis by lowering the free energy barriers $\Delta G$ of the corresponding rate-determining steps (Figure 6f), consistent with the above electrocatalysis results.

## CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, structural transformation from the thermally stable o-CoSe$_2$ to metastable m-phase Co$_3$Se$_4$ was performed by adding Cu(II) ions to the precursor. The resulting 3D grape-bunch-like Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC sample shows remarkable enhancement in hydrogen/oxygen electrocatalysis. This is the first time a Co$_3$Se$_4$-based remarkable trifunctional electrocatalyst for ORR, OER, and HER has been achieved in the same working electrolyte, featuring an $E_{\text{ORR,1/2}}$ of $+0.782$ V and an $E_{\text{OER,10}}$ of $+1.510$ V, along with an overpotential of $166$ mV for HER at $10$ mA cm$^{-2}$, which is also the lowest value among all of the Co$_3$Se$_4$-based catalysts reported in the literature. As for oxygen reversible electrocatalysis, it showed a small $\Delta E$ of only $+0.68$ V between the $E_{\text{ORR,10}}$ and $E_{\text{OER,1/2}}$ as well as an overpotential of only $390$ mV for overall water splitting at $10$ mA cm$^{-2}$ in $1.0$ M KOH aqueous solution. The outstanding catalytic activities for Cu-14-Co$_3$Se$_4$/GC were mainly attributed to the catalytically active Co species as well as the highly conductive carbon hybrid networks. DFT calculations further demonstrated that after structural transformation from o-CoSe$_2$ to m-Co$_3$Se$_4$, the Gibbs free energy changes of the rate-determining steps were significantly reduced from $1.08$ to $0.23$ eV for HER, from $2.64$ to $1.90$ eV for OER, and from $0.43$ to $-0.22$ eV for ORR electrocatalysis. The results in the present work not only highlight the importance of structural engineering in tailoring electrocatalytic activities but also open up a novel and facile route for structural engineering of transition-metal chalcogenide-based electrocatalysts.
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